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REPORT ON ENGLISH CREATIVE WRITING COMPETITION 

 

Creative writing aims at kindling the spirit of the dormant novelist/writer/poet, rousing the 

students to wield the pen in creating word imagery using various techniques and styles of 

writing, making each piece a masterpiece in itself.  

Training the young minds to think differently, linking their thought processes into a 

harmonious blend of creative ideas using their imagination in a unique and original style 

which is very much their own, the goal is to create original manuscripts and to channelize 

them to think “outside the box”, to stimulate imaginative thinking, harnessing their creative 

writing potential.  

The English creative writing competition was held on 24 April 2017. Students could write on 

any one topic of their preference. The creative writing topics kindled their muse into high 

gear and they enjoyed being creative in a relaxed atmosphere! 

 

 



 

The topics given for the competition were as follows: 

 

 

 

Grade VI: word limit- 100 words 

 

1. “If I could be someone else, I would be………. 

2. “I wake up only to find myself in a strange land………. 

3. “The delicious toffees gifted to me by my neighbour were not getting over at all! 

Curiously, I turned over the box to check the label. It was labelled neatly at the 

backside, “Made in Fairyland” ……. 

4. “Last week I had tea with the badminton player, Saina Nehwal……….     

 

Grade VII: word limit- 150 words 

 

1. During a game of hide and seek, you hide in the toy chest in the basement. 

After what seems like eternity, you decide to get out .You find the basement changed 

drastically and everything there covered with dust ……………… 

2. “The memories flooded back as I looked through the photo album…….. 

3. “I once rowed a boat down The Niagara falls ……. 

4. You wake up to the sound of a knock on the window. But immediately you  

    realize that the knock was not from the window ,but from……. 

 

Grade VIII: word limit- 200 words 

 

1. How I picture myself four years from now………..  

2. “The house shook as if some powerful wind had ………. 

3. The President told me that I could go to the moon next June in a rocket……. 

4. “ If only I got the opportunity to uninvent this invention……..  

 

 



 

 

 

TAPPING THE TALENTS OF BUDDING WRITERS  

IN THE MAKE 



 

ENGLISH CREATIVE 

WRITING RESULT 

Grade 6 

First        6A9-IRAM 

Second   6A3-ASMA MOHD 

Third       6A1-ALIFA AYSHA, 

    6A8-AYISHA FAIMA and 

    6A10-REZA FAIROOZ 

Grade 7 

First        7A7-SYEDA HAJERA 

Second   7A1-HALEEMA ZEHRA 

Third       7A7-SHAMS FATIMA KHAN and  

                7A9-FATIMA RAFIQUE KHAN 

Grade 8 

First        8A11-MUNA ALI KOSAR 

Second   8A12-FATIMA ZAINAB 

Third       8A6-ASHINA 

 


